Chrysler cirrus lxi 1998

The Chrysler Cirrus is a mid-sized 4-door notchback sedan introduced by Chrysler motors for
the model year. Built on the Chrysler JA platform , the 4-door notchback sedan joined
Chrysler's roster of "Cloud Car" models drawing their names from meteorological terms,
including the mid-priced Dodge Stratus it was based on introduced at the same time, and the
low-priced Plymouth Breeze variant a year later. Development of the Cirrus started in , with the
goal of creating an affordable, expressive-looking, fun-to-drive vehicle that was still safe
enough to transport an everyday family. Both the concept and production model used the
Chrysler Corporation 's new cab-forward design, which was launched on the larger LH sedans
in This three-box design was characterized by a large passenger cabin in proportion to a
comparatively short hood and trunk, highlighted by a long, dramatically slanted windshield and
short overhangs. Pushing the wheels further to the corners of the body created a much larger
cabin than most other similarly sized vehicles of that time. The a four-door notchback sedan
was designed with flowing lines with no distinct beginning or end, but almost resembled a
two-box fastback. The Cirrus was introduced for as a replacement for the Chrysler LeBaron
sedan. It was often compared to other smaller mid-size cars such as the Chevrolet Malibu , yet
judged roomier than the Ford Contour by many magazines such as Consumer Reports. The
exteriors of the Chrysler Cirrus, Dodge Stratus, and Plymouth Breeze were very similar, with the
front fascia , rear bumper , taillights , and wheels being the main differences. The interiors had
little variation between the three models; being almost identical, save for the name on the
steering wheel , and a few available options. The fascias of each JA car corresponds with each
brand's minivan offering, sharing headlights , and grille designs. All three variants of the
platform were available with most of the same standard features: four-wheel independent
suspension double wishbone in the front with a multilink rear , air conditioning , tilt steering
wheel , [4] and driver and front-passenger air bags and available options, such as the following:
an optional four-speed automatic transmission Autostick was not available on the Breeze ,
anti-lock brakes , cruise control , power windows , power door locks , power mirrors , sunroof.
A five-speed manual was standard with the 2. The 2. The Cirrus was originally available in two
trim levels: the well-equipped base LX and the luxury LXi. Both models featured sporty, black
twin-post side mirrors , fog lights , the same body side moldings, chrome bumper accents, an
automatic transmission and a low extending waterfall grille that was either chrome or
body-colored depending on the color of the vehicle. The Cirrus was one of the first Chrysler
vehicles to feature the rose medallion logo, which had not been used in 41 years. The LX model
was dropped for the model year, but returned in to compensate for the Plymouth Breeze that
was discontinued early in the model year. It was replaced by the Dodge Stratus sedan. The LX
â€”; was the base Chrysler Cirrus trim level. It included the following standard equipment: a 2.
The LXi â€” was the top-of-the-line Chrysler Cirrus trim level. The Plymouth Breeze was
released in as a model. Although it did not match the sales of its predecessor, the Acclaim , the
Breeze did manage to sell over , units and total production was greater than that of its Chrysler
Cirrus sibling, which was produced for nearly two additional years. As part of Chrysler's new
marketing strategy which addressed concerns that its brands were treading into each other's
marketing territory, Plymouth, as Chrysler Corporation's low-price brand for essentially its
entire existence, was to focus exclusively on value. Due to this, the Breeze lacked certain
features including an available V6 engine, alloy wheels, leather interior, body-colored door
handles, fog lights, and Chrysler's Autostick transmission, all of which were offered on the
Stratus and Cirrus. The Plymouth Breeze came only as one basic model. Equipped similarly to a
base model Dodge Stratus, the Breeze came standard with the 2. The Breeze was also available
with many options including a four-speed automatic transmission , 2. Additionally, and Breezes
offered an "Expresso Package" similar to the one available on the Voyager and Neon. The Base
â€” was the least-expensive trim level of the Plymouth Breeze from to , and the only available
trim level for the Breeze's final year of production in The Base included the following standard
equipment: a 2. The Expresso â€” was the top-of-the-line trim level of the Plymouth Breeze, but
was discontinued after An "Expresso" decal adorned both front doors, as well as the rear trunk
lid. The Dodge Stratus was introduced in February , with two trims: base later renamed SE for ,
which came standard with the 2. In the 2. The Stratus directly replaced the high-volume Spirit
and Dynasty United States only to favorable reviews, but lower sales. Mexico: A turbocharged
version of the Stratus was sold in Mexico, with the 2. In , the Stratus was available for its last
year of sales in Canada, with the Chrysler Sebring taking over as the company's only lower
mid-size sedan - Dodge did not sell the equivalent version in Canada. In Brazil, the Stratus had
the same engines as the North American version but a higher ground clearance for the road
conditions there. In Europe, only the 2. The European version also had chrome accent moldings
along the doors and bumpers. The Base was the least expensive trim level of Stratus from to
The Base was equipped with a 2. The SE was the least expensive trim level of Stratus in The SE
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Features. Hide Details Show Details. Body Style Sedan. Engine 2. Seating 5. Drivetrain FWD. The
Chrysler Cirrus LXi was the only available trim for and The lower priced LX was dropped until
This lone Cirrus underwent substantial revisions, including the addi Read More. This lone
Cirrus underwent substantial revisions, including the addition of several new features and color
options. Power features like windows, doors, and mirrors were included, along with tilt steering
and passenger-sensitive airbags. The Cirrus was only offered with front wheel drive and a
four-speed automatic transmission. The Cirrus predated Chrysler's AutoStick manual shifter,
any many drivers commented that a 5-speed would have added to the car's sporting feel. The
transmission was mated with a 2. Many frequent driver complaints were directed towards the
sedan's performance. The engine did not provide enough power and the transmission hesitated
at full throttle. This engineering feat was achieved thanks the Chrysler's cab-forward layout.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Front air conditioning. Dual front airbags. Steering
wheel trim: leather. Exterior mirrors: power , heated. Power door locks. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. We liked this one but had too many miles so
they helped us purchase another vehicle and not only polite but very accommodating! Would
definitely recommend to friends! Emailed and requested information on a vehicle and then
called them, both people were helpful in obtaining the info I was looking for. Well, this is my
third try with talking to someone from Gillman about a car. Maybe this time my luck will change
and someone will help me get this car I want. Cuz, i was really upset the first time and second
time when neither sales man got back to me. Lets see if this salesman come through. Linda was
amazing! I would recommend purchasing a car from her! She made everything easy and it was a
pleasant experience. Super friendly, professional and very open and honest with me! I had a
professional experience with Fast Lane Motors. They were prompt and helpful. In , Chrysler
dropped the lower LX trim level from the Cirrus lineup. It would be unavailable until With just the
LXi remaining, buyers could expect a higher priced entry point for the Cirrus sedan. With just
one model in production, Chrysler gave the LXi a lot of attention with respect to upgrades. The
new Cirrus added power windows, locks, and mirrors as standard equipment. A tilt steering

wheel and seat-sensitive deactivating airbags were also included. Several new colors became
available. The Cirrus has bulked up by pounds, without any significant impact on fuel economy.
The standard 2. While the Cirrus could not be marketed as a sports sedan, the suspension was
tuned rather firm for better handling and road response. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chrysler Cirrus listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Advanced
Search. Chrysler Cirrus Cars in Phoenix. Chrysler Cirrus - Phoenix , Arizona - The folks at
chrysler corporation have fun and their cars reflect that take this chrysler cirrus lxi for example
instead of building a stodgy Chrysler Cirrus - Schertz, Texas - Gas - - , miles. Exterior color:
unknown, interior color: unknown, body: sedan, engine: gas v6 2. Similar: Chrysler cirrus
schertz. Chrysler Cirrus - Seattle, Washington - Gas - - 61, miles. Exterior color: gold, interior
color: tan, body: sedan, engine: gas v6 2. Similar: Chrysler cirrus seattle. Chrysler Cirrus Bedford, Virginia - - 68, miles. Similar: Chrysler cirrus bedford. Used Chrysler Cirrus Lx.
Chrysler Cirrus - Minden, Nebraska - - 86, miles. Used chrysler cirrus lx for sale near you in
minden, ne. Get more information and car pricing for this vehicle on autotrader Similar: Chrysler
cirrus minden. Chrysler Cirrus - Tulsa, Oklahoma - - 75, miles. Come check out our chrysler
cirrus. It's a low mileage clean carfax 1 owner vehicle with power locks power windows and
power seat. Similar: Chrysler cirrus tulsa. Used Chrysler Cirrus. Used chrysler cirrus for sale
near you in bedford, va. Used Chrysler Cirrus Lxi. Chrysler Cirrus - Missoula, Montana - - 95,
miles. Used chrysler cirrus lxi for sale near you in missoula, mt. Similar: Chrysler cirrus
missoula. Chrysler Cirrus - Cincinnati, Ohio - - 64, miles. This vehicle includes the following
features and options: 3. Similar: Chrysler cirrus cincinnati. Chrysler Cirrus - Renton,
Washington - - , miles. Web pricing on this awesome chrysler cirrus sedan. Safety equipment
Similar: Chrysler cirrus renton. Request Details. Chrysler Cirrus - Denver, Colorado - - , miles.
Of refinement or performance, the cirrus may be the car for you Similar: Chrysler cirrus denver.
Chrysler Cirrus - Lexington, South Carolina - Check out this chrysler cirrus lxi with 0 miles. It is
being listed in lexington, sc on easyautosales. Similar: Chrysler cirrus lexington. Chrysler
Cirrus - Lewisburg, Pennsylvania - Serving lewisburg, williamsport, sunbury, harrisburg. Own
the road at every turn this chrysler cirrus lxi has less Similar: Chrysler cirrus lewisburg.
Chrysler Cirrus - Mishawaka, Indiana - Headers auto sales always has cars for 3, or less and 50
cars for 2, or less. Headers also has a huge selection of quality used vehicles from 5, Similar:
Chrysler cirrus mishawaka. Chrysler Cirrus - Portsmouth, New Hampshire - Convenience
featuresdriver vanity mirrorrear beverage holderstilt steering wheelair conditioningpassenger
door binfront beverage holderspassenger vanity Similar: Chrysler cirrus portsmouth. Similar:
Chrysler cirrus winston salem. Chrysler Cirrus - Princeton, New Jersey - Clean carfax. Black
chrysler cirrus lxi fwd 4-speed automatic 2. Similar: Chrysler cirrus princeton. Chrysler Cirrus Ames, Iowa - Carfax 1-owner. Epa 29 mpg hwy20 mpg city 2. Driver-side 8-way power seat,
aluminum wheels, gold pkg, premium sound amfm Similar: Chrysler cirrus ames. Chrysler
Cirrus - Jackson, Tennessee - Similar: Chrysler cirrus jackson. Chrysler Cirrus - Norwood,
Massachusetts - Included options6 speakersamfm radioair conditioningbodyside
moldingsbumpers body-colorcassettecloth low-back bucket seatsdelay-off headlightsdriver
door Similar: Chrysler cirrus norwood. Chrysler Cirrus - Kirkland, Washington - Similar:
Chrysler cirrus kirkland. Chrysler Cirrus - Wantagh, New York - Similar: Chrysler cirrus
wantagh. Used chrysler cirrus for sale near you in sioux falls, sd. Similar: Chrysler cirrus sioux
falls. Chrysler Cirrus - Portland, Oregon - - , miles. Visit city auto wholesale online at Com to see
more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to schedule your test drive. Similar: Chrysler
cirrus portland. Chrysler Cirrus - Coal Valley, Illinois - Similar: Chrysler cirrus coal valley.
Chrysler Cirrus - Coal Valley, Illinois - - , miles. Chrysler Cirrus - Cocoa, Florida - Check out this
red chrysler cirrus lxi with 0 miles. It is being listed in cocoa, fl on easyautosales. Similar:
Chrysler cirrus cocoa. Chrysler Cirrus - Pennsylvania - Moon township - chrysler - cirrus
Chrysler Cirrus - - - , miles. This affordable chrysler cirrus lxi comes with standard If you are
searching Chrysler Cirrus - Colorado Springs, Colorado - - , miles. Affordably priced. This cirrus
is located in colorado springs, co. This sedan from chrysler has not been inspected by a
mechanic. We encourage Similar: Chrysler cirrus colorado springs. Arizona 1. Cirrus 1. One

month ago. Matt Hagin likes the newer nimble versions but his dad Bob sometimes longs for
those Chrysler Behemoths. MATT - Chrysler is a name that's been around for a long time, Dad,
and while the marque saw some pretty rough times in the '70s and '80s, it's well out of the
woods now and has taken a fairly good sized bite out of the mid-sized car market. The new
Cirrus that we tried is typical of the target marketing that the parent Chrysler Corporation is
concentrating on. It's no longer offering the Cirrus with a smaller engine or in a scaled-down
version and the single model is the LXi. Last year the same car could be bought in a less
expensive and less fancy LX trim and the standard engine was a 2. Chrysler is going after the
mid-sized, mid-powered sedan buyer and doesn't want him or her to get confused by offering a
less fancy model. BOB - The only engine that the Cirrus comes with now is a Mitsubishi-built V6
that puts out horsepower and enough torque to pull its pounds along at a pretty good rate. It's
relatively uncomplicated with a single camshaft on each of the aluminum heads and a cast iron
block. The suspension systems front and rear are rather sophisticated in that they feature
unequal length arms with sway bars rather that the MacPherson struts that are popular with
other cars it its class. They provide very good handling despite the fact that the Cirrus wasn't
designed to be a sports sedan. MATT - But the amazing thing about this sedan is the amount of
interior space that it provides. Three is back is still a crowd, but if they're tall, they're going to
find that they have plenty of leg room. It handles very well for a car in this boulevard-ride class
though the inch touring tires probably help its roadability. I was disappointed that Chrysler
dropped the full-sized spare tire this year in favor of one of those space-saver compact units
but I understand from a separate source that research showed that in most cases, the original
spare never left the trunk. BOB - Our car came standard with a lot of "goodies. Last year, there
was an integrated child's seat offered as an option, but it didn't prove to be popular with Cirrus
buyers. Chrysler does its homework very well and is on top of what sells and what doesn't.
MATT - The outstanding interior space in the Cirrus can be attributed to the now-familiar
"cab-forward" design that Chrysler pioneered several years ago. It pushes the wheels as far out
to the corners of the car as possible and that stretching extends into the engine room. The
battery is located up ahead of the left wheel and is actually more under the fender than under
the hood. As well as being a typical mid-sized family car, the Cirrus qualifies as the archetypical
corporate car for up-and-coming mid-management executives. It's classy, and inexpensive to
run at 28 miles per gallon, goes from 0 to 60 in 9 seconds, and is good for MPH according to the
Chrysler specification sheet that came with the car. The Cirrus is one of a trio of Chrysler
sedans that share a common chassis platform. One of its corporate stablemates is the Dodge
Stratus which is an upscale sporting version and can be had with a twin-cam four-banger and a
five-speed transmission. The Plymouth Breeze is the "economy" version, and can be had with
the twin-cam four-cylinder engine as well. BOB - This Cirrus is nice, but sometimes I miss those
big Chrysler "land barges" that we had as family cars when you were a little guy, Matt. They had
something that these new cars lack. Even though they were sedans, they were big enough to
hold all seven of us kids, as well as the dogs we insisted on bring with us. I hope my kids don't
pull that on me. Search, Explore, and Discover! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited April in Chrysler. I have a 97 Chrysler Cirrus and it won't
start. It's spinning but won't crank. I have been told that I need to replace the coil pack but when
i call to price one they say that car have a distributor. I was wanting to know if it have a coil
pack or a distributor? June We have a '97 Cirrus. It has been a great car, , miles as of today. The
1st fact which you need is your engine type - is it a 4-cylinder or a 6-cylinder? I have a '97 with
the 6. Also important: the Haynes repair manual from Autozone is money well spent. August
September My 95 Cirrus engine dies either while driving or in park, no warning just shuts down.
Sometimes it will start right back up, other times could take a day. I have also had the car shift
into 1st gear while driving, cannot shift out unless I turn off and restart. Replaced fuel filter,
pump and distributor and did not help. A little confused by message, having similar problem,
car dies whenever sometimes starts right away other times it takes 5 min to a day. Replaced fuel
filter and pump and distributor - no help. Car also will down shift into 1st gear, not frequently,
need to turn off and restart to work properly. Thanks Rick. Have you been able to get any more
answers to your car problem. I have a 95 as well and I've recently ran into similar problems. My
car will start, but up until 40 mph it's been choking like it's going to stall out on me. I've had
three different mechanics look at it and since the diagnostic tests aren't returning any codes,
they don't know what to do. I had my distributor and cap changed out last year, I'm not sure of
the brand so I wonder if it has to do with the recall on the Cirrus and I also had the fuel pump,
etc done last year in the spring time I believe. The day this all started I lost the power to my
radio and clock light. I also was experiencing my dashboard lights going out, but I've heard

mixed reviews about that even having to do with the larger problem at hand. The car only has 60
thousand miles on it, it'll be a shame if all the car experts of the world are stumped by this car.
October I recently bought a used 97 Cirrus. Car dies while driving and sitting at stop light, not
all the time but getting worse. Light still on, ran again, Mass Air Flow Sensor, didn't do anything
about that but decided to run codes again, now fan relay malfunctioning, voltage low. Possible
cause ECM, and several other things. Was getting sick of all the different readings. In the mean
time I decided I would take it to Pep Boys for computer diagnostic. Fan relay showed up,
abieant temp and motor temp both ran up to degrees and motor shut off. Well they said they
couldnt reset it that I needed to take it to the Chrysler dealer. Then the service mgr. Any ideas?
Got my Cirrus from an auction resently so I don't know its history but I've got the same problem
you do. Car had flucuation in RPM periodicly when driving or at idle but there was no service
engine light until 1 day it had a fluctuation and stalled will driving and after that episode the
perverbial light came on. There's something very strainge going on because when the
flucuation happens which could be at first start or after being driven for a while the check
engine light will go off for a second and then come back on. The kicker is the other night when
stuck in traffic it happened again and the the check battery light came on. There has been a
increase in the episodes of flucuating RPMs and get this, now when it happens not only will the
check engine light go off the check battery light will go off and the both come back on. That's
not all AutoZone did a ckeck and there are 4 codes, p battery tempature sensor never heard of
such , p engine coolant temp sensor, p intake air temp sensor I too replaced it and the code
won't clear and p 5 volt supply voltage low condition which references the input sensors of the
onboard computer. Any advise would really help!!! I hope the computer hasn't went bad!! Norm
said that all of the sensors are working which indicates current is getting to them but that the
return notice to the computer is not being received therefore the light remains on and the codes
keep setting immediately after they are reset. He pulled all of the wiring diagrams and traced the
patterns to find out what he did but would need to pull out the harness and try to pattern it and
find the short and that could take from hours Also, there is more than a chance that now that
there are multiple codes that portion of the computer that handles these sensors may of been
fried. At looking at what Norm was telling and showing me I tend to believe him because it looks
like someone previously tried to locate the problem hire harness cut open, wire coating peeled
in some places but they couldn't. For me i'm going to the junkyard to find what looks like a good
wiring harnes as the dealer wants to charge All your symptomes and mine appear to be closely
related although my MAS is not flashing it is in line with the rest. If you find anything out please
let me know and I will do the same. April I have bought replacement O2 sensors for it, but the
dude at the auto parts store said he doubts very much that this will fix the problem. About every
three weeks or so, the car battery wears out without leaving the lights on or draining the battery
at all, ive taken it to a mechanic and they just assume that the lights were left on. Join the
crowd. I have a 97 Cirrus that is doing the exact same thing and changed all sorts of sensors.
Finally I took it to a repairman and he has said its the ECM computer , I have not replaced it yet,
but will be doing so very very soon. Other than that the car runs great, I just hate to replace the
ECM and it not be the problem. That scares me since, I already had it at one repairman and they
said they changed the ECM 2 different times, but If you figure it out let me know please, I hate to
pay for the new computer when it could possibly not be it. But the last guy did put it on the
diagnostics machine twice Good luck I would love to hear from anyone else out there that might
have had the same problem too. We had changed out the ECM, and it was not the issue. Spent
That brought the total tally up to over What we discovered was the Cam Shaft sensor had gone
bad. That part cost When installed, the stalling issue was resolved or so it seems at this point.
We have run the car for a total of about 3 hours with no problem. Before, it was stalling within
about 15 to 20 minutes. What is the ASD? I have a 98 6 cylinder and it's been doing everything
mentioned on this site and then some. I've replaced the throttle position and oxygen sensors as
well as idle air valve and now the check engine light is back on! Thanks for posting this
information as I am ready to drive this car off of a cliff! Cliff heck, we need Death Valley high
steep mtns I wish just one time I could have a car that is not such a pain in the rear July I think
personally it's the timing belt, i would have that checked. Please confirm the Cam Shaft was the
solution to your stalling problems. I am having the same problem. Also, I am hearing a pop
coming from underneath the car every time I turn it off. It sounds like something underneath has
gotten too hot and the noise is the metal expanding. Any suggestions? I have a chrysler cirrus
lxi 2. I was driving on the freeway yesterday at about 70 mph in Las Vegas traffic when out of
the blue the engine on the car died. I fortunately was able to pull over to the side of the road,
which was not an easy task as I was coasting. I waited for a few min and attempted to restart the
car, but when I turn the key the engine will crank it just wont turn over. I finally had to have the
car towed back to my house. It has been almost 24 hrs since this happened and the car still

wont start. There was no warning and the car didn't sputter or make any sounds that something
might possibly be wrong it just died. I'm so confused as to what could possibly have cause this.
If there is anyone out there that might know what would have cause this to happen please let me
know. As are a lot of people right now I am on a very tight budget so if this is something that I
can fix myself then I would like to try to go that route first before I spend hundreds of dollars on
taking the car to a repair shop here, not to mention it is very hard to find an honest repair shop
in the Las Vegas Valley. I hope someone out there reads this and can offer me some advise as
to what to do. I have a Chrysler Cirrus lxi which died suddenly on my way to work this week. I
have checked the coil and distributor with an ohmmeter and everything checks out. I can hear
the fuel pump kick in when I turn on the ignition key, and have tested absolutely everything with
no spark yet to the engine. I will replace a few things in an effort to resolve this issue and post if
anything works. I had a mobile mechanic come out to my house and he replaced the curcuit that
the fuel pump relay fuse plugs into. I probably went through over 30 fuses just to get the car
back to Las Vegas. It sounds like when the curcuit was wired it wasn't wired correctly, but the
guy was just here yesterday and he says everything checks out fine. I would check the fuel
pump relay fuse. Your curcuit could have blown just like mine did. Tell me about it. I baught my
95 cheap cuz I was out of work but it's turning into a monry pit. The first time I sent it to a shop
right away They said oil was leaking from my spark plugs and causing a conduit for crossfire
which destroyed my distributer. I got one from a salvage yard which my shop bench tested a
found it was bad. I changed gaskets and used dialectric grease done the work myself. Seemed
to work for a while but the car died again. I poured 2 gal of water over the hot engine waited 5
minutes and the car started but ran rough at first. Seems to be a heat problem. After further
insp. I put in freeon and the fans came on only when AC is on. I changed Coolant sensor and
fan work good. The car still stalls. I checked thermostat and water pump, all good. The problem
is definately eletrical and I'm guessing sensor so dont go buying computers I'll try cam shaft
sensor and will get back to ya. November Tired of the guessing game.. Ready to junk this POS!!!
Any suggestions, would be greatly apprecitated.. Well i took my 99' Chrysler Cirrus to the
dealership and found out that the crank postion sensor, was a bad one and that i have oil
leaking down my distubutor shaft, replacing that sensor has takin care of some of the problem,
but my oil light still comes on along with service engine soon light.. December No problems
until now. Pulled into garage one night and won't start next day. No Spark. No codes set with
test from Actron tester. Check all fuses. All OK. ASD voltage is correct. ASD relay checks OK
with ohm meter. Replaced distributer with remanfactured. Still won't start. Testing crankshaft
position sensor. Bad sensor?? Could it be ECM? Have you checked the fuel pump? I have a '97
V6 with 77, and it went out recently It has been stalling mostly when I come up to a light or stop
sign, coasting in general. What is next? I have heard maybe the idle air flow sensor? I know this
is a common problem I determined that the ASD relay was not engaging. The relay itself was
good. I determined that the terminal 85 a Dk. That means that there was not a complete circuit to
ground to energize the ASD relay. I pulled the large connector on the top and towards the front
of the car on the PCM and found the Dk. I then grounded the end that goes to the ASD relay. The
relay engaged, and I had voltage to the ignition coil primary. Upon cranking I did see several
flashes on my spark plug tester, but still will not start. Going to order a PCM. Will advise. Its
been in the shop more than my driveway. We bought it used from a small garage and for some
DUMB reason we keep bringing it to that shop for repairs. It was in the shop 7 times in a yr and
a half. The check engine light was on steady for almost a year.. LOL good fn car eh? Anyhow,
after changing several sensors and other parts with NO relief Thats the longest time so far We
are in wayyyyyyy too deep to do anything but keep on repairing it, Eventually all the parts will
be new anyhow. Its really scarey to have it stall while moving. Ok so the car is still at a Chrysler
mechanic.. It now has more problems then before.. It was misfiring on 5 outa six cylinders now
its 6 outta So they called me the other day and ECU i think thats right and that it was 1, I have
already spent well over and replaced parts that didnt need to be replaced. January I have a 97
Chrysler Cirrus with the 2. I have had some problems with it. It has been stalling for a while now,
as well as the check engine light being on. I was driving it yesterday and it just died while
driving 30mph. THe engine died and I coasted it to the side of the road. For the first little bit the
gauges stuck at 30mph and 2k rpm. I am a horrible mechanic and am hoping to figure out what
the problem is. If anyone can help me out I would really appreciate it. Came home today and
pulled into the garage to clean out the interior. Was parked for mabe an hour. Went to move the
car out and it will not start. At first it started but seemed to be starved for fuel, Now it will turn
over forever but will not fire. February I read in one of your posts that you had a cirrus that was
blowing a number of fuses. The Fuel pump fuse. I have a 99 cirrus which is blowing a 20 amp
fuse that is labeled Fuel and Ignition. Just curious if you ever resolved what was making your
blow? Mine had been pretty intermittent. I suspect something is causing and intermittent short

but I'm not sure where to look first. I have been fortunate in that I had installed a remote car
starter which ends up by passing the blown fuse as long as I but the key into the on position
first. This allows me to move the car or drive a short distance when it has happened. But I can't
use the brake or the auto start shuts off. Any input would be appreciated. Ok- I think I've got itmy check engine light had been on for months and my car always stalled. Anyway, the shop
said it was my EGR valve that was bad, but in reading other posts, it didn't help when other
people changed their EGR valve. So far so good!!!! Give it a try and I'll keep ya'll posted! March
The other night it started running rough. Acted like bad fuel water or bad fuel pump. It then shut
down wouldn't run. Left sit over night in parking lot. Came back next morning. Started up and
would run for a minute and a half, run rough again and shut down. Took home. No check engine
light. Ran test on fuel pump. Low pressure. Replaced fuel pump, Fuel and filter. Once again
would start, run a minute, run rough and shut down. Ran OBD code reader on. Replace cam
sensor with new, cleared codes, still no check engine light. Now, would not run at all. With key
on, could hear relays for fuel pump and fuel injectors rapidly kicking on and off. Checked for fire
at coil pack. No fire. Ran code reader on again, code PO again, still no check engine light.
Replaced coil, still no fire. Running out of parts to replace, replaced crankshaft sensor, cleared
code, and fired right up. If you have one that starts running rough, shuts down and no check
engine light, It appears that would be a good place to start with! My car would run for a whole
day then decide to shut off, run for another whole day and at the same time shut off again on me
while im on the high way or on a main st kind of feels like bad luck. I took it to 3 major shops
they put the diagnostics to it no Code Errors and the ran fine just for them but once i would pull
off it would die on me. They said most likely it wouldnt be a fuel problem cause 87 wouldnt harm
especially chrysler. But i seen a post on here earlier that mabe water can be the cause to the
eltrical system??? I just need somthing to start me off because mechanics will get you and i
think my problem might be an easy fix, mabe the fuel filter needs to be cleaned , or new fuel
pump relay??? May Now I've recently had my distributor and spark plugs replaced. She's
running well, but she sputters at take-off. Not sure what that is- was told she's getting too much
air, but try the EGR Valve, distributor and MAP sensor- those worked overall for me. Good luck
because these cars TRULY suck and are a pain in the [non-permissible content removed] and
wallet to fix! Did you ever find out what was wrong? My car is doing the same thing. June edited
June No unfortunately not, other then it's a POS.. I wasn't willing to put anymore money in to a
car that has almost , miles, so I am just going to drive it till, i can't go anymore.. Good Luck!!
Hope you can figure out more than I did.. Hi there did you get the cirrus figured out? I have a 95
cirrus that started running really rough and stalling and just died. It would turn over like it wants
to start but never would. I had the car towed home and my dad has replaced everything he
could think of including the computer. He has only been able to determine that it wont fire but
cant find a reason why. He thinks it could be the anti-theft system preventing it from starting.
Does anyone have any ideas? Thank U. Mine shut down and would not restart 18 months ago. I
put in a distributor and it ran awesome. I dealt with it until winter. It ran great the entire cold
season. When temps warmed up the car was back to stalling. That fixed it! Not only that but
yesterday It stalled again and will not restart. This means the distributor is out again. If I don't
pawn this car off to an [non-permissible content removed] like myself or the rest of you, I will be
buying a distributor and a sensor every summer. I will never be able to let my guard down in
this car. I changed the Distributor and the cam shaft sensor. The distributor lasted a year and
the position sensor only three months. Your car will break again. This sucks but if its running
good its time to let it go. We need a class action lawsuit against CHYSLER with all these
complaint of these cars shutting down in traffic they should have recalled those cars a fix the
problem. I alomst got hit by a tractor trailor on the expressway the first time this happen to me
with my kids in the car. These cars a crap! Now my car is stalling again and no mney to fix it
OMG! While I appreciate the frustration, please note that our Membership Agreement prohibits
using the Forums to organize lawsuits. Here's the deal: If your car stops but will start again
change your crank shaft position sensor. If your car will not start again and your check engin
light is on then you need a distributor. If your car's engin light does not appear when you turn
the key to the on position you need a computer. Crankshaft position sensor sucks to get at.
Way down under the distributor. The entire intake must come out. Before you change the
distributor: Pull the cap and check your rotor. Most likeky it's just burned up. Pull it straight out
and slip in a new one. The book tells you two methods. Use the Top Dead Center method by
aligning your timing lines. This will remove all doubt. You don't need a shop but buy yourself a
backyard mechanic to help. The distributor has a mark that aligns with the rotor. There is a
reason for the wierd looking key. The key slops around so put some heavy grease in it to keep it
centered. ECM is super easy. You can do this yourself. Remove the filter portion of the intake.
The filter box just pops out. Pull hard it will come. Disconnect Neg and Pos cable. Remone

computer cables. I did all this myself. I've been through it all. There is light at the end of the
tunnel. I'll check in if you have questions just post them. I cant spell but my car runs. Sign In or
Register to comment. For more information go to Kool Vue Mirrors are your most affordable OE
replacement mirrors and they are manufactured from the highest quality, corrosion-resistant
materials to withstand all types of weather. Kool Vue specializes in producing mirrors for all
vehicle makes and models; Our mirrors go through rigorous Since , D We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Mirror part.
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Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
CH21L. Part Number: CH21R. Part Number: RB Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance
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Mirror fit, finish just like the left side. Works perfect. Rob Rob. Purchased on Dec 08, Aug 08,
Driver side mirror. It fits perfectly. Would recommend this site to my friend. Thank you. Jan
Castillo. Purchased on Jun 28, Aug 01, Good Mirror. Easy to put on and works great so far.
Good price :. Nina Marino.
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Purchased on Jul 17, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. But in recent years, cameras
substituting rear-view mirrors have been introduced, while backup cameras have also been
federally mandated in new vehicles. Adjust Your Mirrors to Work in Harmony Driving with new
mirror settings can take some getting used to. Before driving on public roads, take time to drive
up and down a street with a few cars, or even an open parking lot just to get used to them.
Rearview Mirror Sit in your normal driving position. Adjust the mirror with. Apart from detaching
the mirrors themselves, the adhesive on the back can leave a residue, which can prove to be a
challenge to remove. Whether or not you are capable of driving with one or both side mirrors
missing or broken is largely dependent on your skills as a driver. However, we would strongly.
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